Abstract-A rotation sensor with a wide dynamic range is designed based on tapered U-shaped resonators. The proposed device is composed of a rounded microstrip transmission line that couples to two meandered resonators that are stacked on top of each other. By rotating the upper resonator, the overlapping area between the two resonators is increased causing a stronger coupling that shifts down the resonance frequency of the device. This frequency shift can be read out in the transmission response from which the rotation angle is determined. The operation principle of the sensor is explained in detail by using a circuit model. A sensor prototype is designed for the microwave frequency range and an experiment is presented for validating the proposed sensing approach. This sensing device is well suited for further miniaturization using microelectromechanical systems technology.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ETAMATERIALS are artificially engineered materials made of sub-wavelength resonators that can manipulate the electromagnetic waves to cause some exotic electromagnetic properties [1] . Since their introduction, they have been applied to many new or improved electromagnetic designs such as microwave filters [2] , [3] , left handed transmission lines [4] and antenna designs [5] , [6] . A resonator as a metamaterial unit cell is typically made of a metallic open loop ring with a capacitive gap to provide a high quality resonance. The resonance of these resonators is very sensitive to surrounding materials and dimensional changes [7] , [8] . These properties make them attractive choices for sensing applications. Various types of metamaterial-based sensors have been introduced so far for different applications from microwave to terahertz frequency ranges such as: microfluidic sensors [9] , [10] , microwave biological sensors [11] , [12] , strain sensors [13] , [14] , thin film sensors [15] - [19] .
Recently, new alignment and rotation sensors have been introduced [20] , [21] based on split-ring resonator (SRR) coupled coplanar waveguide (CPW). In these configurations, displacing or rotating the SRR from the CPW symmetry Manuscript received December 20, 2013 plane causes a resonance in the transmission response of the structure, where the resonance notch depth is function of either the displacement or rotation of the SRR. Further, a tapered diamond shaped SRR in [22] and a horn shaped SRR in [23] are proposed with a fixed resonance frequency. However, in all of the previous rotation sensors, the dynamic range is limited to around 6-8 degrees. A rotation sensor based on an electric-LC (ELC) resonator coupled CPW has been introduced bay Naqui and Martin [24] that increases the dynamic range up to 90 degrees. In this paper, a new concept of metamaterial-inspired rotation sensors is introduced with improvement in the dynamic range up to 180 degrees. Advantages of the proposed design in comparison with conventional rotation sensors (e.g. rotary encoders and potentiometers) include a wider dynamic range, lower fabrication cost, and MEMS compatibility. The sensor is designed based on two meandered U-shaped resonators coupled to a microstrip line. The rotation changes the coupling coefficient between the two U-shaped resonators causing a resonance frequency shift in the transmission response of the structure from which the rotation angle can be read out. In addition to the dynamic range improvement, the sensor linearity is also improved by asymmetrically tapering the resonator shapes. The design principle and experiment are presented in sections II and III, respectively.
II. SENSOR DESIGN PRINCIPLE
A. Preliminary Design
A top and a cross sectional views of the proposed rotation sensor are given in Fig. 1 . As shown, the sensor is composed of two identical U-shaped resonators that are coupled to a single microstrip line. The first resonator is positioned on the same substrate with the microstrip line, whereas the second U-shaped resonator is positioned on another substrate located on the top of the first substrate, as shown in the cross-sectional view in Fig 1(b) . The middle part of the microstrip line is rounded to provide an optimum coupling area for the resonators. The two substrates are separated from each other by a very thin air gap. The upper substrate can freely rotate relative to the bottom one. If the upper substrate is rotated around the axis as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the overlapping area between the resonators will be increased resulting in stronger electric and magnetic coupling between the two resonators. Effectively, the resonance frequency will be shifted, from which the rotation angle can be determined.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. This phenomenon can be explained by using the circuit model of the structure. The equivalent circuit model of the two coupled U-shaped resonators is presented in Fig. 2(a) , where L r represents the equivalent inductance of the resonators and C r corresponds to the equivalent capacitance. Since the dimensions of the two U-shaped resonators are exactly the same, the equivalent circuit parameters are the same for them. As shown, C M is the mutual capacitance and L M is the mutual inductance between the two resonators. The L M and C M values are proportinal to the overlapping area and inversely proportional to the distance between the two resonators. By using a simple circuit analysis, the circuit in Fig. 2(a) can be simplified to circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) , where the capacitive coupling is modelled by a π equivalent model and inductive coupling is replaced by its equivalent T circuit model [25] . By further simplification, the circuits of Fig. 2 (c) and (d) are obtained that show the even and odd-mode resonances respectively. Based on Fig. 2(c) and (d) , the even and odd-mode resonance frequencies can be found to be
By increasing the overlapping area between the two resonators, the values of L M and C M are increased. As a result, the even-mode resonance frequency will move upward, whereas the odd-mode resonance frequency will be shifted downwards. Here, the odd-mode resonance change is exploited to determine the rotation angle since it yields a more compact sensor with respect to the operating wavelength. This resonance frequency change can be observed in the transmission amplitude (|S 21 |) of of the transmission line. An equivalent circuit for the resonator-loaded microstrip line is shown in Fig. 3(a) where, L and C are the parameters associated with the microstrip, and M is the coupling coefficient between the microstrip line and the resonator [26] . In order to validate the circuit of Fig. 3(a) , the equivalent circuit parameters have been calculated for a sample rotation angle of 80 degrees by using the method presented in [27] . The obtained parameters are fed into the ADS circuit simulator and the result is compared with that obtained from Momentum ADS electromagnetic simulation. The dielectric substrate is Rogers 5880LZ with a low relative permittivity of r = 1.96 to increase the freespace electric fringing field and hence improving the capacitive coupling between the two resonators. The loss tangent of the substrate is 0.0019. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the results are in a good agreement confirming the validity of the proposed circuit model.
As a proof of the sensing concept, the sensor is fully simulated in Momentum ADS by using the dimensions and parameters given in Fig. 1 . The electromagnetic simulations results of the sensor are shown in Fig. 4 . As seen, the sensor is able to sense a rotation angle up to 180 degrees. The limitation of this design is the nonlinearity of the device response. As demonstrated, the resonance frequency shift is relatively large between 0 and 80 degrees, implying high sensitivity. However, the frequency shift and hence the sensitivity reduce significantly beyond 80 degrees. This nonlinearity is due to the uniform shape of the two resonators. In fact, with this uniform shape the overlapping area between the two resonators varies 
B. Linearizing the Sensor Response
In order to improve the sensor linearity, the overlapping area of the two resonators should be changed nonlinearly as a function of the rotation angle. This can be carried out by modifying the resonators shape. An improved design is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this structure, the outer arms of the two U-shaped resonators are asymmetrically tapered. Using this approach, the overlapping area of the two resonators will be developed slowly at the beginning of rotation. As a result, the mutual inductance and capacitance changes will be small. By increasing the rotation angle, tapering causes a sharper change in the overlapping area hence, the mutual inductance and capacitance changes will be larger and the sensitivity will be increased for the large rotation angles around 180 degrees. Fig. 6 depicts the simulated resonance frequency shifts for the improved design of Fig. 5 at different rotation angles. As seen, the modified sensor shows better sensitivity for large rotation angles close to 180 degrees. For a better comparison in terms of linearity, the resonance frequencies for the sensor Fig. 7 . Comparison between the simulated resonance frequency of the simple design in Fig.1 and the improved design in Fig. 5 for different rotation angles.
in Fig. 1 and the modified structure in Fig. 5 are plotted versus the rotation angle in Fig. 7 . As shown, the structure in Fig. 5 offers an improved linearity in comparison with the initial design in Fig. 1 .
C. Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of the rotation sensor can be defined as
where, S f 0 θ is the sensitivity of the rotation sensor with respect to the rotation angle, f 0 is the resonance frequency of the sensor and θ is the rotation angle. From (3) and Fig. 7 , the sensitivity of the simple design in Fig. 1 at three rotation angles of 20, 90 and 180 degrees are calculated as 1.1, 0.18 and 0.03 respectively. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the improved sensor in Fig. 5 at these three rotation angles are calculated as 0.98, 0.93 and 0.89 respectively. The above analysis clearly demonstrates that the improved design in Fig. 5 retains a constant sensitivity of around 0.9 over 0 to 180 degrees rotation angle, while the sensitivity of the simple sensor of Fig. 1 is high at small rotation angles and very small at large rotation angles around 180 degrees showing the sensitivity saturation. It should be mentioned that the improved linearity of the modified design in Fig. 5 is achieved at the expense of reduced sensitivity for small rotation angles.
D. Detecting the Rotating Direction
The proposed sensor can be used to sense the rotation direction. For this application, the zero (starting) point of the rotation can be set to 90 degrees as shown in Fig. 8 . In this arrangement, if the upper resonator is rotated clockwise, the overlapping area of the two resonators will be increased causing a stronger coupling between the two resonators, hence the resonance frequency shifts downwards. On the other hand, if the upper resonator is rotated counterclockwise, the coupling between the two resonators will be decreased and the resonance frequency moves upwards. In this way, the rotation angles within ±90 degrees can be detected. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the rotation sensing concept presented in the previous section and validate the simulation results of the improved sensor design, a sensor prototype has been fabricated based on the dimensions given in Fig. 5 . The device is fabricated on Rogers 5880LZ dielectric substrate. Fig. 9 illustrates the fabricated sensor. Fig. 10 shows the measured transmission coefficient (S 21 ) of the fabricated sensor for different rotation angles. In each measurement step, the upper plate is rotated using the rotating knob and the transmission response is recorded by using the network analyzer. In contrast to the simple configuration in Fig. 1 , the improved sensor design shows a linear frequency shift for large rotation angles close to 180 degrees while maintaining a compact size with respect to the operational wavelength. Fig. 11 compares the measured and simulated resonance frequencies as a function of the rotation angle. The plot Comparison between the measured and simulated resonance frequency of the improved designed sensor in Fig. 5. shows a good agreement between the simulated and measured results. The differences between the measured and simulated responses can be attributed to the fabrication and assembling tolerances. Based on these results, the proposed rotation sensing concept and the improved design for linearizing the sensor response are validated.
IV. CONCLUSION
A wide dynamic range rotation sensor based on broad side coupled U-shaped resonators has been proposed and analyzed by using an equivalent circuit model. To improve the sensitivity and linearity of the sensor response, a modified design based on asymmetrically tapered resonators is developed and verified by simulations and experimental measurement. The results show the sensor ability to detect rotation angles up to 180 degrees.
